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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This NetApp
®
 solution enables companies to optimize and protect their Oracle Database infrastructures 

by providing advanced storage and data management capabilities. NetApp’s industry-leading storage 

solutions provide the scalability, flexibility, and availability so necessary for a dynamic organization. 

This solution guide provides guidelines and best practices for architecting, deploying, and managing 

Oracle on NetApp clustered storage systems. Example scenarios, validation procedures, and 

implementation guidelines are described in detail. Best practices for implementation and operation are 

provided as needed. 

1.1 DOCUMENT PURPOSE 

This document describes in detail, the design, implementation, and validation of the Oracle on NetApp 

Cluster-Mode solution. It can be used both in pre-sales and post sales situations. It is not intended to 

provide the only way such an environment can be implemented. In order to make sure all customer needs 

are met a detailed survey of the operating environment must be performed. 

1.2 OBJECTIVE 

The objective is to deliver an overall solution for Oracle that utilizes all the features of NetApp Data 

ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode to address challenges such as: 

 Provide the same level of resiliency at the storage layer that Oracle Real Application Clusters provide 
at the database layer. 

 Avoid operational disruption caused by tech refreshes, upgrades and component failures. 

 Effectively use of all storage resources by redistributing data and production loads. 

 Consolidate storage and database environments. 

This solution is designed to consider multiple use-cases to support different customer requirements.  The 

solution incorporates key technology components and products from both NetApp and Oracle, where 

appropriate and effective. 

1.3 AUDIENCE 

The target audience for this document includes sales engineers, field consultants, professional services 

personnel, IT managers, partner engineering personnel, and customers who want to deploy Oracle 

solutions on a NetApp Data ONTAP 8.1 storage infrastructure operating in Cluster-Mode. 

1.4 REQUIREMENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

For the methods and procedures described in this document to be useful to the reader, the following 

assumptions are made:  

 The reader has NetApp administration skills and has administrative access to the storage systems 
using the command-line interface. 

 The reader has at least a basic understanding of Data ONTAP clustered configurations. 

 The reader has at least a basic understanding of Oracle products and technologies. 

2 SCOPE 

The scope of this document is to provide architectural, deployment, and management guidelines for those 

who are planning or have already decided to implement Oracle on NetApp Cluster-Mode. The document 
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provides a brief overview of the Cluster-Mode technology concepts; key solution architecture 

considerations for implementation; storage estimation and data layout recommendations; and solution, 

deployment, and management guidelines.  

Note: What is not in the scope of this document or the testing performed is actual raw performance 
testing. Representative loads were generated in order to test the features of Data ONTAP 8.1 
operating in Cluster-Mode and record effects, if any, on the operation of Oracle. Performance 
information may be found in NetApp Technical Report 3961 – ―Oracle Database 11g Release 2 
Performance Using Data ONTAP 8.1 Operating in Cluster-Mode‖ located in the NetApp Technical 
Library. 

2.1 SUMMARY OF USE CASES 

The following use cases are identified as those key to leveraging the primary benefits of operating Oracle 

Database products in a NetApp Data ONTAP environment operating in Cluster-Mode. These use cases 

will be used to drive validation testing and documentation of an Oracle on NetApp Cluster-Mode solution. 

STORAGE MIGRATION AND CONSOLIDATION 

As companies grow, multiple Oracle Database and application environments can develop within the 

organization. Each has management, availability and growth needs. With the advent of virtualization 

many organizations are undertaking consolidation projects to reduce the cost and complexity, and 

increase the efficiency of the IT infrastructure. This consolidation has resulted in increased service level 

and growth demands. Clustering including Oracle Real Application Clusters has addressed the availability 

and scalability needs at the server level. The same consolidation needs to take place at the storage layer 

for the same reasons as those previously mentioned. NetApp clustered storage systems provide the 

flexibility, efficiency and scalability to meet and exceed those needs 

The consolidation projects described above have stimulated interest in NetApp storage clusters utilizing 

Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. These projects include those organizations that have 

storage from vendors other than NetApp or NetApp Data ONTAP 7G or 8.0 operating in 7-Mode. The 

organizations need a way to safely migrate their Oracle data in a non-disruptive fashion. This solution 

shown in Figure 1 meets all of those challenges by consolidating the disparate Oracle data into a single 

scalable, resilient storage cluster. 

Figure 1) Migration diagram 
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DATABASE CONSOLIDATION 

NetApp Cluster-Mode technologies can combine with Oracle Real Application Cluster One Node to 

provide a scalable, resilient environment into which databases can be consolidated. 

 

DYNAMIC SCALABILITY WITH ONLINE SCALE-UP AND SCALE-OUT 

A vital need that arises as a result of storage consolidation is that the availability and resiliency of that 

central cluster now becomes even more vital. When many departments and applications are relying on 

the availability of their resources, the ability to scale storage up and out is not only desirable but required. 

With Cluster-Mode, scaling up is achieved by adding disk arrays to existing controllers to increase IOPS 

and capacity. Additional and larger storage systems can be added to the existing storage cluster to meet 

scaling-out demand. The online non-disruptive storage expansion and reconfiguration capability of 

Cluster-Mode makes it the industry-leading scale-out storage platform. 

While not part of this use case, Flash Cache cards can also be applied for better read performance with 

most random access workloads of which approximately eighty percent tend to be read operations. 

SEAMLESS FAILOVER PROTECTION 

Figure 2) Database consolidation. 

Figure 3) Scale-up and out. 
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Storage failover protection is a core attribute of Cluster-Mode. High-availability (HA) pairs of controllers 

are the building blocks that together form the storage cluster. This architecture enables transparent 

controller clustering and failover capability in which a failed storage controller causes its partner node to 

take over its disk arrays, volumes, and running services to provide continuous operation.  

 

LIVE MIGRATION OF DATA VOLUMES 

Cluster-Mode is equipped with DataMotion for Volumes software, which is a non-disruptive transparent 

volume move feature. Volumes can be transparently moved between storage systems within the storage 

pool without requiring coordination between applications or application downtime. This single feature has 

many benefits including:  

 Eliminating application outages  

 Providing always-on data access  

 Enabling load and resource tiering  

 Improving resource utilization  

 Facilitating dynamic scaling  

 Phased upgrades (tech refresh) 

The DataMotion for Volumes feature of Cluster-Mode can also be used to facilitate online load balancing, 

adjust to the service-level demand, and manipulate resource utilization. The logical interface migration 

capability of Data ONTAP 8.1 allows the IP address to be moved with the volume, enabling continued 

primary local access of the data. 

Figure 4) Failover protection. 
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OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY 

DataMotion for Volumes in Cluster-Mode provides the following:  

 Volumes can be selectively moved and re-designated to different aggregates and controllers within 
the cluster to drive a better average utilization across the storage pool.  

 Increased demand in input/output (I/O) can be met by relocating volumes to aggregates made up of a 
higher number of disks or faster drive types.  

 Performance and capacity gains to meet new service levels can be achieved by relocating volumes to 
higher-performance aggregates or controllers. The controllers can be of a different class, have higher 
specifications, or be equipped with SSD and Flash Cache.  

 Some storage systems might suffer from sustained high load, or certain volumes may be specifically 
hard hit, which could result in significant hot spots and unsatisfactory levels of service to applications. 
Moving the subject volumes to different storage nodes could alleviate the problems.  

If Oracle Clusterware and RAC need to be migrated to a new storage system, DataMotion for Volumes 

can be used to move not only the database volumes but also the crucial Clusterware volumes that store 

OCR and voting disks, without any disruption to the operation of Oracle Clusterware and RAC databases. 

BEST PRACTICES 

Customers rely on NetApp to provide all the guidelines and tools necessary for installation and 

configuration of an optimum Oracle environment both in terms of performance and availability. This would 

include: 

 Database layout 

 Configuration parameters 

 Monitoring methods 

Figure 5) Data volume migration. 
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PROTOCOL PERFORMANCE 

NetApp support for multiple protocols provides customers with the flexibility necessary for a dynamic 

environment. Quite often in the implementation planning stages customers rely on NetApp to not only 

support multiple protocols but provide data on how these protocols might perform in their environment in 

various situations (moving a volume, failover, and so on). In this version of the solution the NFS protocol 

is used (specifically the Oracle Direct NFS (DNFS client). Performance information may be found in 

NetApp Technical Report 3961 – ―Oracle Database 11g Release 2 Performance Using Data ONTAP 8.1 

Operating in Cluster-Mode‖ located in NetApp Technical Library. Other supported protocols will be 

covered in subsequent versions of this solution. 

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND TEST 

Application development and test environments are faced with challenges such as: 

 Testing upgrades without disruption to production 

 Limited storage for test and development purposes 

 Environmental considerations for extra hardware needed 

 Lengthy application development and test cycles 

 Copying data can take a lengthy amount of time 

 Large number of copies of data sets is required 

NetApp offers unique advantages when it comes to cloning of a production Oracle environment for 

development and test.  With space-efficient and point-in-time Snapshot™ copies and cloning, the amount 

of time to deploy and the storage required for application development and test are greatly reduced. This 

enables multiple space-efficient clones to be created for other purposes such as reporting or training. 

 

 Figure 6) Application development and test. 
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3 SOLUTION OVERVIEW 

3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The intent of the configuration described in the following sections is to approximate an environment as 

realistically as possible. While servers hosted in virtual machines were used they could just as easily have 

been standalone discrete servers. The solution architecture shown in Figure 7 can be broken down into 

the areas described below. 

ORACLE 

A four-node Oracle 11g R2 Real Application Cluster (RAC) was used to provide the scalability and 

availability necessary at the Oracle RDBMS level. 

SERVER 

In this solution the four Oracle nodes are each hosted in a virtual machine running Red Enterprise Linux
®
 

5 update 4. These virtual machines in turn were hosted by VMware
®
 vSphere

™
 4. 

STORAGE 

The storage controllers used for this solution were multiple FAS3270 nodes running Data ONTAP 8.1 

operating in Cluster-Mode. Internal to the cluster were two redundant dedicated interconnect switches 

used for the cluster network. The storage type used was DS2246 disk shelves using SAS disk drives. 

MIGRATION ENVIRONMENT 

A FAS3140 running Data ONTAP 7.3.5.1 is shown in the figure as an example of a ―current production‖ 

copy of the Oracle data. 

Oracle Data Guard is deployed in order to facilitate migration of the data from a 7G environment into the 

Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode environment. 

Note: This method could also be used to migrate from other FAS systems or other vendor’s storage 
systems. 

  
Figure 7) Solution diagram 
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SOFTWARE 

Outside of the Oracle software the following software was used: 

 NetApp Snap Creator – To facilitate ease of backup and cloning for development/test purposes 

 Quest Benchmark Factory – To facilitate load generation 

3.2 COMPONENTS 

Table 1) Software components. 

Vendor Product/Solution Version Description 

Oracle RDBMS 11g R2  

Oracle Data Guard 11.2.0.1 Used for migration of data into the cluster 

Oracle  
Real Application 
Cluster 

11g R2  

NetApp Data ONTAP 8.1  

NetApp FlexClone
®
 8.1  

NetApp Snap Creator 3.5 Used for Snapshot copies and cloning 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4 Hosting OS for Oracle nodes 

The NetApp FAS3270, the NetApp storage platform used in this solution, is part of the FAS3000 series. 

The following table provides details of the storage.  

Table 2) Storage components. 

NetApp Fabric-Attached Storage (FAS) 3200 series 

Component 4 FAS3270s 

Number of disks 24 per controller 

Disk size 450 GB 

Drive type SAS 

Shelf type DS2246 

Number of shelves 1 per controller 
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3.3 NETAPP BENEFITS 

NetApp enables its customers to move to a fully virtualized compute and storage platform to provide the 

market’s best database consolidation platform with the highest level service level agreements (SLAs) and 

operational flexibility and efficiency for the Oracle Database environment. Benefits include: 

 Elimination of business disruptions due to infrastructure upgrades and maintenance 

 Reduction of capital expense by consolidation of storage and databases 

 Meet demanding SLAs by moving workloads non-disruptively across the physical storage layer 

 Facilitation of migration from NetApp Data ONTAP 8.0 operating in 7-Mode to Data ONTAP 8.1 
operating in Cluster-Mode through the use of Oracle Data Guard 

 Seamless failover protection against component failure 

STORAGE EFFICIENCY 

 RAID-DP® technology, a high-performance dual-parity version of RAID 6, protects against double 
disk failure. RAID-DP is integrated with the WAFL file system to prevent dedicated parity drives from 
becoming a performance bottleneck. It provides higher availability than RAID 1 (mirroring), RAID 0+1 
(striping + mirroring), and RAID 5 and incurs no performance penalty. 

 Snapshot technology is available from a variety of data storage vendors, but not all snapshots copies 
are created equal. NetApp Snapshot™ technology enables IT administrators to create point-in-time 
copies of virtual machines or entire data stores. Then, using SnapRestore® technology, you can 
restore from these backup copies at any level of granularity—single files, directories, or entire 
volumes—simply and quickly when required. Many copies can be made at any time increment in less 
than one second, with no performance impact, no matter how many Snapshot copies are taken. 
These are not full copies of data; they only track changes and are very efficient in terms of overall 
storage capacity. Restores can be done rapidly from any of the copies, providing customers with an 
exceptional recovery time objective (RTO) 

 NetApp FlexVol® thin provisioning helps customers:  

 Avoid the costly overprovisioning and time-consuming reconfiguration that are typical with other 
storage solutions. 

 Reduce storage provisioning time from days to minutes. 

 Allocate storage on demand for LUNs and volumes across all protocols (FCP, iSCSI, FCOE, and 
NAS) and operating systems according to application needs. 

With traditional storage provisioning, disk capacity is allocated to applications regardless of how much 
data is actually being written. Space requirements are rarely known early in a deployment, so, to 
make sure that their applications will have adequate capacity, users often present inflated estimates 
of capacity requirements, forcing administrators to overprovision the larger storage infrastructure. 

As your capacity needs evolve, FlexVol volumes can dynamically grow and shrink to meet exactly 
those needs. As you decrease volumes, their capacity returns to the pool for allocation to other 
volumes as needed.  

 With NetApp FlexClone® technology, administrators can create instant writable Snapshot copies to 
support application testing. Unlike full copies from mirrored production data, FlexClone copies: 

 Can be created almost instantly 

 Take very little space 

 Have negligible performance impact 

With FlexClone, you can affordably create as many clones as needed to speed product development. 

 With NetApp deduplication, customers can store just one copy of each unique data object, 
substantially reducing capacity requirements. Deduplication automatically removes duplicate data 
blocks on a 4KB level across an entire volume, reclaiming wasted storage to achieve significant 
space savings.  

http://www.netapp.com/us/products/platform-os/flexclone.html
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 Manageability 

A single point of management 

Policy driven  

Tracking & monitoring 

User interfacing tools for backup/restore/cloning/mirroring 

Large enterprises utilizing Oracle Database products (Single Instance, Real Application Clusters and 

RAC One Node) are faced with meeting a diverse set of application service levels and a continual growth 

in the amount of data. Competitive pressures and economic constraints only add to the challenges.  

These enterprises can benefit from a flexible, scalable, and efficient storage infrastructure for Oracle that 
allows workloads to be relocated around the physical storage layer based on capacity and/or 
performance requirements without any disruption to business operations.  

4 SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

Implementation was broken down into the following general areas: 

 Servers 

 Storage 

 Database 

 Software 

4.2 SERVER/HOST INSTALLATION 

All servers were Red Hat Enterprise Linux x64 running inside virtual machines hosted by VMware 
vSphere 4.0. The following steps were taken in setting up the environment. 

1. Install and configure VMware vSphere 4 if necessary. Follow the best practices outlined in Appendix 
0. 

2. Create virtual machines that will host the Oracle servers. For purposes of this test, four were created. 

3. Install and configure Red Hat Enterprise Linux on each of the virtual machines created. 

a. After installation set the Linux configuration according to Appendix 9.6. 

4. Install any necessary RPMs required by the Oracle installation. Refer to the ―Oracle Linux Installation 
guide‖ for specific RPMS and procedures for installation. 

4.3 STORAGE INSTALLATION 

The storage systems and layout used in the validation of this solution are described in the tables that 
follow. 

Table 3) Storage components. 

Type Purpose Notes 

FAS3140HA ―Current‖ production  These can be present in both production and 
dev/test depending on the scenario or use case 

FAS3270 HA pair Initial two node cluster 

FAS3270 HA pair Add-on nodes for cluster 
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Table 4) Storage layout. 

Controller Aggregate Aggr Size Volume 

TESO-1-node-1 aggr0 367GB vol0 

 raconenode1 1.43TB vol0 

 root_volume_raconenode1 367GB raconenode1_root 

 aggr_rac1  ora_arch0 

 aggr_rac1  ora_arch1 

 aggr_rac1  ora_bin1 

 aggr_rac1  ora_data1 

 aggr_rac1  ora_redo1 

   ora_ocr 

TESO-1-node-2 aggr0_TESO_1_02_0 367GB  

 raconenode2 1.43TB  

 root_volume_raconenode2 367GB raconenode2_root 

 aggr_rac2  ora_arch1 

 aggr_rac2  ora_bin2 

 aggr_rac2  ora_data2 

 aggr_rac2  ora_redo2 

Table 5) V-servers. 

V-server Type LIF Port Notes 

TESO-1 admin cluster_mgmt e0M  

TESO-1-node-1 node clus1 e1a automatically created 

  mgmt1 e0a  

TESO-1-node-2 node clus2 e1a automatically created 

  mgmt2 e0a  

raconenode1 cluster rac1 e1b NFS server 

raconenode2 cluster rac2 e1b NFS server 

Table 6) NFS exports. 

V-server Volume Export Name Options 

racnode1 /racnode1_bin1 /orabin rw, nfsver3, bg, hard, proto=tcp, rsize=65536, 
wsize=65536, nointr, timeo=600, 
addr=10.61.172.111 
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V-server Volume Export Name Options 

racnode1 /racnode1_arch1 /oraarch1 rw, nfsver3, bg, hard, proto=tcp, rsize=65536, 
wsize=65536, nointr,actimeo=0, 
addr=10.61.172.111 

racnode1 /racnode1_data1 /ora_data1 rw, nfsver3, bg, hard, proto=tcp, rsize=65536, 
wsize=65536, nointr,actimeo=0, 
addr=10.61.172.111 

racnode1 /racnode1_redo1 /ora_logs1 rw, nfsver3, bg, hard, proto=tcp, rsize=65536, 
wsize=65536, nointr,actimeo=0, 
addr=10.61.172.111 

racnode2 /racnode2_arch2 /oraarch2 rw, nfsver3, bg, hard, proto=tcp, rsize=65536, 
wsize=65536, nointr,actimeo=0, 
addr=10.61.172.213 

racnode2 /racnode2_data2 /ora_data2 rw, nfsver3, bg, hard, proto=tcp, rsize=65536, 
wsize=65536, nointr,actimeo=0, 
addr=10.61.172.213 

In the steps that follow, it is assumed that the installation and configuration of all hardware is complete. 

1. Install Data ONTAP 8.1 if not already installed. 

2. Install the following licenses: 

 GX_Base  

 GX_Mirror 

 GX_FlexVol_HPO 

 GX_SnapRestore 

 NFS 

 SnapMirror_DP 

 FlexClone 

TESO-1::system> license show 

Feature          Cluster SN   Limit    Description 

---------------  -----------  -------  ----------- 

Base             1-80-000011    4      Base License w/cluster size limit (nodes) 

Mirror           1-80-000011    4      Mirror License 

CIFS             1-80-000011    4      CIFS License 

SnapRestore      1-80-000011    4      SnapRestore License 

FlexClone        1-80-000011    4      FlexClone License 

NFS              1-80-000011    4      NFS License 

SnapMirror_DP    1-80-000011    4      SnapMirror Data Protection License 

7 entries were displayed. 

Note: Make sure the licenses indicate a node count that will accommodate the nodes to be added later. 

3. Configure aggregates v-servers and volumes according to Table 4 and Table 5. 

4. Add NFS exports as outlined in Table 6. 

5. Configure each Linux server to NFS mount the appropriate volumes using the options specified in 
Appendix 9.6. 

6. Configure the pair for HA. 

A two-node cluster is a special case for the Storage Failover (SFO) mechanism, and requires an 

additional setting. As with the >2-node case, both nodes must be rebooted prior to testing/using storage 

failover capabilities. 
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Note: The cluster HA mode (2-node only) enables storage failover and also the auto-sendhome feature 
by default. In clusters of > 2-nodes, the auto-sendhome feature defaults to off. 

Log in to the cluster and perform the following commands: 

login as: admin 

Using keyboard-interactive authentication. 

Password: 

TESO-1::> cluster show 

Node                  Health  Eligibility 

--------------------- ------- ------------ 

TESO-1-node-1         true    true 

TESO-1-node-2         true    true 

2 entries were displayed. 

 

TESO-11::> cluster ha modify -configured true 

 

WARNING: High Availability (HA) configuration for cluster services requires that both SFO storage 

failover and SFO auto-sendhome be enabled. These actions will be performed if necessary. 

Do you wish to continue? (y or n) : y 

 

NOTICE: modify_imp: HA is configured in management. 

 

TESO-1::> cluster ha show 

High Availability Configured: true 

 

TESO-1::> storage failover show 

                              Takeover           

Node           Partner        Possible State    

-------------- -------------- -------- ------------------------------------- 

TESO-1-node-1  TESO-1-node-2  true     Connected to TESO-1-node-2 

TESO-1-node-2  TESO-1-node-1  true     Connected to TESO-1-node-1 

2 entries were displayed. 

4.4 DATABASE INSTALLATION 

Oracle Type Purpose Notes 

Single Instance Primary database in 
production 

Production runs Oracle Single instance on 
UNIX

®
 platform 

Standby Database Oracle Data Guard 
Standby database 

Oracle Data Guard Standby database is single-
instance, running on Linux platform 

PREREQUISITES  

Before configuring Oracle Data Guard, check that the following conditions are met:  

 The primary Oracle SI database is set to archivelog mode.  

 The standby host has an existing Oracle software installation.  

 The physical standby database uses NFS storage.  

 The primary and standby databases use a flash recovery area (FRA). It is a storage area that enables 
database flash backup and recovery operations. 
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Best Practice 

Sizing for Oracle on Data ONTAP 8.1 is the same as for 7G or 8.0 operating in 7-Mode with one 

caveat: 

In a cluster with mixed platforms it is best to size for the smallest platform in the cluster. By doing this a 

potential performance degradation caused by moving Oracle from a more powerful node to a less 

powerful node can be avoided. 

 

GATHERING FILES AND PERFORMING BACKUP  

1. Place the primary database in FORCE LOGGING and achieve log mode after database creation by 
entering:  

SQL> ALTER DATABASE FORCE LOGGING;  

SQL> ALTER DATABASE ARCHIVELOG;  

2. On the primary node, create a staging directory by entering:  

[oracle@rac-01]$ mkdir -p /opt/oracle/stage  

3. Create the same path on the standby host by entering: 

[oracle@oraclesi-1]$ mkdir -p /opt/oracle/stage  

4. On the primary node, connect to the primary database and create a PFILE from the SPFILE in the 
staging directory. For example:  

SQL> CREATE PFILE='/opt/oracle/stage/inittpcc1.ora' FROM SPFILE;  

5. On the primary node, perform an RMAN backup of the primary database that places the backup 
pieces into the staging directory: 

For example: [oracle@rac-01 stage]$ rman target /  

RMAN> BACKUP DEVICE TYPE DISK FORMAT '/opt/oracle/stage/%U' DATABASE PLUS 

ARCHIVELOG;  

RMAN> BACKUP DEVICE TYPE DISK FORMAT '/opt/oracle/stage/%U' CURRENT CONTROLFILE  

FOR STANDBY;  

6. Place a copy of the listener.ora, tnsnames.ora, and sqlnet.ora files in the staging directory. For 
example:  

[oracle@rac-01 oracle]$ cp $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/*.ora /opt/oracle/stage  

7. Copy the contents of the staging directory on the node to the staging directory on the standby host.  

For example: 

[oracle@rac-01 oracle]$ scp /opt/oracle/stage/* oracle@oraclesi-1:/opt/oracle/stage  

CONFIGURING ORACLE NET SERVICES ON THE STANDBY  

1. Copy the listener.ora, tnsnames.ora, and sqlnet.ora files from the staging directory on the standby 
host to the $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin directory.  

2. Modify the listener.ora file on the standby host to include the hostname of the standby host. 

3. Modify the tnsnames.ora file on each node, including the primary node and standby host, to include 
all primary and standby net service names.  

CREATING THE PHYSICAL STANDBY INSTANCE AND DATABASE  

1. To enable secure transmission of redo data, make sure the primary and physical standby databases 
use a password file and that the password for the SYS user is identical on every system. 

2. Copy and rename the primary database PFILE from the staging area on the standby host to the 
$ORACLE_HOME/dbs directory on the standby host.  
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3. Modify the standby initialization parameter file copied from the primary node to include the Data 
Guard parameters. 

4. Connect to the physical standby database with the standby in the IDLE state, and create an SPFILE. 

5. In the $ORACLE_HOME/dbs directory on the standby host, create a PFILE that is named 
initoracle_sid.ora that contains a pointer to the SPFILE.  

6. Create the dump directories on the standby host as referenced in the standby initialization parameter 
file.  

7. After setting up the appropriate environment variables on the standby host, such as ORACLE_SID, 
ORACLE_HOME, and PATH, start the physical standby database instance without mounting the 
control file.  

SQL> STARTUP NOMOUNT  

8. From the standby host, duplicate the primary database as a standby. 

9. Connect to the physical standby database and create the standby redo logs to support the standby 
role. The standby redo logs should be the same size as the primary database online redo logs. The 
recommended number of standby redo logs is:  

(maximum # of logfiles +1) * maximum # of threads  

This example uses two online log files for each thread. Thus, the number of standby redo logs should 
be (2 + 1) * 2 = 6; that is, one more standby redo log file for each thread. These commands create 
two standby log members for each group, and each member is 10MB in size. One member is created 

in the directory specified by the DB_CREATE_FILE_DEST initialization parameter, and the other is 

created in the directory specified by the DB_RECOVERY_FILE_DEST initialization parameter. Because 

this example assumes that there are two redo log groups in two threads, the next group is group five.  

You can check the number and group numbers of the redo logs by querying the V$LOG view:  

SQL> SELECT * FROM V$LOG;  

You can check the results of the previous commands by querying the V$STANDBY_LOG view:  

SQL> SELECT * FROM V$STANDBY_LOG;  

You can also see the members created by querying the V$LOGFILE view:  

SQL> SELECT * FROM V$LOGFILE;  

10. Start managed recovery and real-time apply on the standby database:  

SQL> ALTER DATABASE RECOVER MANAGED STANDBY DATABASE USING CURRENT LOGFILE 

DISCONNECT;  

11. Configure the primary database initialization parameters to support both the primary and standby 
roles. 

12. Create standby redo logs on the primary database to support the standby role. The standby redo logs 
are the same size as the primary database online redo logs. The recommended number of standby 
redo logs is one more than the number of online redo logs for each thread. Because 

this example has two online redo logs for each thread, three standby redo logs are required for 

each thread.  

VERIFYING DATA GUARD CONFIGURATION  

1. On the physical standby database, query the V$ARCHIVED_LOG view to identify files in the archived 
redo log. For example:  

SQL> SELECT SEQUENCE#,FIRST_TIME,NEXT_TIME FROM V$ARCHIVED_LOG ORDER BY SEQUENCE#;  

2. On the primary database, issue the following SQL command to force a log switch and archive the 
current online redo log file group:  

SQL> ALTER SYSTEM ARCHIVE LOG CURRENT;  

3. On the physical standby database, query the V$ARCHIVED_LOG view to verify that the redo data 
was received and archived on the standby database:  
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SQL> SELECT SEQUENCE#,FIRST_TIME,NEXT_TIME FROM V$ARCHIVED_LOG ORDER BY SEQUENCE#;  

5 PRODUCT INTEGRATION 

This section summarizes those NetApp products that have some type of integration component with other 

vendors’ products. 

5.1 SNAP CREATOR FRAMEWORK 

Snap Creator Framework leverages proven NetApp technologies to support multiple applications using a 

single interface.  

 Data protection: The NetApp Snap Creator Framework addresses the needs and challenges of 
administrators and developers by providing a centralized, consistent solution for backing up critical 
information, one that integrates with existing application architectures to reduce costs and enable a 
higher ROI. 

 OS independent: Our design approach delivers functionality that is OS independent, to help alleviate 
the need to manage interoperability issues. 

 Extensible: Snap Creator offers fast integration and greater storage abstraction to leverage our 
policy-based automation features and better integrate with your current and future application needs. 

Snap Creator Framework provides plug-ins to integrate NetApp features with popular third-party 

applications such as Oracle, MySQL, and DB2. And if you have special applications that are not part of 

our supported offering, it's no problem. Snap Creator Framework allows the development of customer 

plug-ins to provide backup procedures for applications not covered by existing supported applications. 

5.2 INSTALLATION 

To install Snap Creator server and Snap Creator agent for UNIX, perform the following steps. 

SNAP CREATOR SERVER 

The Snap Creator server is designed to run on any open systems platform. In the example below, both 

server and agent software were installed on the first RAC node followed by agent software on the second 

RAC node. Perform the following steps to install Snap Creator server:  

1. Download the Snap Creator executable file. 

2. Extract the .tgz file to /usr/local. Change the directory to the Snap Creator server root directory 
/path/to/scServer_v<#>. 

3. Install this software as Oracle user to set the permissions appropriately for the executables. 

4. Run Snap Creator setup by entering the following command to create the configuration file:  

./snapcreator -—profile setup  

The EULA license agreement screen appears.  

Do you accept the End User License Agreement (y|n): y  

Snap Creator setup configures an admin user for the GUI and sets up the GUI parameters.  

The syntax to add the serial number is as follows: 

Welcome to the NetApp Snap Creator Framework! 

Setup NetApp Snap Creator Framework Server (y|n) : y 

Enter serial number: (Serial Number must be numeric)HIT RETURN 
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CREATE A DATA ONTAP API USER  

Because Snap Creator uses Data ONTAP API, create a user with the required access on the NetApp 

storage controller. You should create a new role, group, and user so that you can control access and lock 

the Snap Creator user. A user must be created on all NetApp storage systems involved (primary and 

secondary in the case of SnapMirror
®
 or SnapVault

® 
software), but, depending on the storage controller’s 

function, not all roles are needed. The following are the possible roles that Snap Creator might require. 

login-* (for all login access) or login-http-admin (to only allow API login)  

api-snapshot-* (always required)  

api-system-* (always required)  

api-ems-* (always required)  

api-snapvault-* (required only for SnapVault management)  

api-snapmirror-* (required only for SnapMirror management)  

api-volume-* (required for volume clones)  

api-lun-* (required for volume and LUN clones)  

api-cg-* (required for Consistency Group Snapshot copies)  

api-nfs-* (required for exporting cloned volumes by using NFS)  

api-filer-* (required for single-file restore)  

api-file-* (required to list the files during single-file restore)  

api-license-* (required to retrieve license information)  

INSTALL SNAP CREATOR GUI 

The Snap Creator GUI is based on Java® and uses the NetApp Web Framework (NWF). NetApp 

recommends using Internet Explorer or Mozilla browsers. The GUI uses Jetty, which is an embedded 

Java application server. The GUI is a complementary tool that helps to build, manage, and run Snap 

Creator configuration profiles. 

Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.6 or higher must be installed on the system running Snap Creator. 

Download the Java J RE from http://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp. 

On UNIX, the bash shell must be installed under /bin/bash. If the bash shell is installed in a different 

location, then make a soft symbolic link pointing /bin/bash to the location where the bash shell is installed. 

On UNIX, set the following parameters in snapcreatorgui.conf located at: 

/path/to/scServer_v<#>/gui/etc/snapcreatorgui.conf:  

SNAPCREATOR_PATH=/path/to/ scServer_v< #> 

SNAPCREATOR_EXEC=/path/to/ scServer_v< #> / snapcreator SNAPCREATOR_USER=< use rname> 

SNAPCREATOR_PASS=<encrypted password> 

SNAPCREATOR_SERIAL=< serial number> 

The snapcreatorgui.conf settings are automatically set after running the. /snapcreator— profile 

setup command. 

After the parameters are configured, start the GUI by using the following commands: 

cd /path/to/scServer_v<#>/gui 

/path/to/java -jar snapcreator.jar 

or 

/path/to/java -jar snapcreator.jar -gui_port <gui_port> 

or 

/path/to/java -jar snapcreator.jar -hel 

http://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp.
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Once Jetty is running, you can access the Snap Creator GUI over HTTP/HTTPS as follows: 

http://myserver.mydomain.com:8080 

SNAP CREATOR AGENT INSTALLATION 

Perform the following steps to install the Snap Creator agent: 

1. Download the Snap Creator executable file from http://now.netapp.com. 

2. Extract the .tgz file to the temporary installation location. 

3. Change the directory to the Snap Creator agent root directory /path/to/scAgent_v<#>. 

4. Run Snap Creator setup by entering the following command: 

./snapcreator -—profile setup 

Snap Creator agent setup on UNIX configures the /path/to/scAgent_v<#>/x script and prints usage 

information. 

5. Install the agent. 

The Snap Creator agent has the ability to run as a daemon under UNIX. The agent uses either the default 

port 9090 or a user-specified port. To set a nondefault port number, configure the following environment 

variable: SC_AGENT_PORT. 

If the SC AGENT PORT environment variable is not set, then the agent defaults to port 9090. To make 

sure the agent starts when rebooting, a start script must be set up under /path/to/rc2.d. Start scripts must 

begin with S9x (S99scagent). The start script should contain the following: 

• /path/to/scAgent_v<#>/bin/scAgent start  

ORACLE PLUG-IN INSTALLATION 

The Oracle plug-in supports only Oracle Database10g or higher. The Oracle plug-in uses SQL*Plus to 

communicate with the database. Table 15 lists the Oracle plug-in parameters, the settings and their 

descriptions. 

5.3 CONFIGURATION 

The configuration file is located in /path/to/scServer_v<#>/configs/<profile>/<config>.conf. You 

can create multiple configurations, but Snap Creator server runs only one configuration at a time. Snap 

Creator server should be scheduled through Cron (UNIX), task manager (Windows
®
), or the Snap Creator 

scheduler in GUI. You can edit this file by using Visual Interactive (VI) (UNIX) or any text editor in 

Windows. Additionally, you can use the Snap Creator GUI to edit and manage configuration files. The 

configuration file is divided into four sections: Basic Configuration, NetApp Options, Other Options, and 

Additional Plug-ins. 

CREATING A CONFIGURATION FILE USING COMMAND LINE INTERFACE (CLI) 

You can create a new directory or profile for your configuration under 

/path/to/scServer_v<#>/configs. It is a best practice is to name it after the host or application being 

backed up. This example uses the name oraprod01. 

The default template is located in /path/to/scServer_v<#>/configs/default/default.conf. 

To create a configuration file, perform the following steps: 

1. Create the following directory: 

mkdir /path/to/scServer_v<#>/configs/oraprod01 

2. Copy or rename the following default template to your new configuration directory: 

http://myserver.mydomain.com:8080/
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cp /path/to/scServer_v<#>/configs/default/default.conf 

/path/to/scServer_v<#>/configs/oraprod01/oraprod01.conf 

3. Edit your configuration file by using VI (UNIX) or any text editor in Windows. 

SNAP CREATOR AGENT CONFIGURATION 

1. If Snap Creator server uses a profile that has commands or scripts in PRE, POST or APP other than 
the built-in application plug-in commands to be executed on the host where the agent resides, then 
those commands or scripts must be added to the /path/to/scAgent _v<#>/config/agent.conf file. * 
stands for any commands but regular expressions can be used to be more restrictive. Each command 
or script should be added to the file as follows: 

command: echo 

command: /bin/mount 

command: /path/to/myscript 

2. In this example, the agent allows the Snap Creator server to run echo, /bin/mount, or 
/path/to/myscript in addition to the application plug-ins. If the application plug-ins are not used and the 
agent is required, run the application quiesce and unquiesce commands for application consistency. 

3. Additionally, the wildcard * can be used to allow all commands but NetApp does not recommend it for 
security reasons. 

command: * 

5.4 RUNNING SNAP CREATOR 

SNAP CREATOR SERVER 

Schedule the Snap Creator server from either UNIX Cron, Windows task manager, or the Snap Creator 

built-in GUI scheduler. The binary for the Snap Creator server and agent are the same; only the 

packaging is different. 

./snapcreator --profile <Config> --action <Action> --policy <Policy> <Optional 

Arguments> 

Further information on the Snap Creator server parameters may be found in ―Snap Creator Server 

Installation and Administration Guide‖ located on the NetApp NOW site. 

SNAP CREATOR AGENT 

The Snap Creator agent runs as a daemon on UNIX. The binary for the Snap Creator server and agent 

are the same; however, the packaging is different. 

The arguments are as follows: 

./snapcreator --start-agent <port> <Optional Arguments> Where: 

 start-agent <port>: Starts the Snap Creator agent daemon on the specified port. If no port is specified, 
port 9090 is used. 

 <Optional arguments> are: 

--debug: Displays all logging information to STDOUT and the log file. This is an optional setting and is for 

debugging problems. 

The following is an example of the argument:  

./snapcreator --start-agent <9090> --debug 

The following high-level sample procedure illustrates duplicating a production database for dev/test 

environments using NetApp Snapshot and cloning features. This testing was performed on Oracle Single 

Instance and a RAC database; the procedure below is outlined only for a RAC database. For detailed 

installation and configuration instructions on Snap Creator, please refer to the ―Snap Creator Installation 

and Administration Guide‖ at http://now.netapp.com.   

http://now.netapp.com/
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6 SOLUTION VALIDATION 

The procedures used to validate the functionality of the solution are described in this section. A summary 

is provided below. 

Table 7) Test cases. 

Test case Description 

UC01 Storage Consolidation 

UC02 Database Consolidation 

UC03 Dynamic Scalability with Online Scale-up and Scale-out 

UC04 Seamless Failover Protection 

UC05 Live Migration of Data Volumes 

UC06 Load Balancing 

UC07 Operational Flexibility 

UC08 Best Practices 

UC09 Protocol Performance 

UC10 Application Development and Test 
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6.1 STORAGE MIGRATION AND CONSOLIDATION (UC01) 

Summary 
NetApp Cluster-Mode technologies can combine with Oracle Real Application Cluster 
One-node to provide a scalable, resilient environment to which databases can be 
consolidated. 

Hardware 

Setup 

 7-Mode - 3140 

 Two-node 3270 Cluster-Mode cluster 

Preconditions  Existing fully configured operational NetApp Data ONTAP 8 operating in Cluster-
Mode cluster containing enough storage to accommodate the database 
environments to be migrated 

 Proper network connectivity between the systems to be migrated and the NetApp 
cluster 

 Proper storage layout created on NetApp cluster to accommodate migrated 
databases 

 Proper Oracle software and licenses installed on servers using NetApp cluster 
storage 

 Proper licenses installed on NetApp cluster to facilitate communication with database 
servers once migration is complete 

 Oracle Data Guard software installed and configured on servers using NetApp 
cluster storage for database consistent migration 

 Oracle Data Guard software installed and configured on database environments to 
be migrated 

 Proper scripts written and installed to facilitate migration of any non-database files 

Test Plan 
1. Configure 7-Mode and Cluster-Mode environment for database layout; The following 

lists the different database file sizes and layout for a <= 1 TB database size 

DB Volume Storage Volumes Size 

Data File Oradata1, Oradata2 600GB, 600GB 

Redo Log 

Oralog1, Oralog2, 

Oralog3, Oralog4 

2GB, 2GB, 

2GB, 2GB 

OCR/Vote 
Disks 

Ocr1, Ocr2, 

Vote1, Vote2, Vote3 

500MB, 500MB, 

500MB, 500MB, 500MB 

2. Set up Data Guard (different modes of operation have to be tested—three modes 
maximum protection, maximum performance, and maximum availability) 

3. Use TTFM to back up and restore Oracle Databases and other nondatabase-related 
files using NFS protocol 

Proof Points  Check the database consistency to confirm the migration 

 Document the step-by-step procedure on Data Guard 

Results/Capture 

Issues 

 Database applications operate as before without interruptions 

 Verified successfully implemented Data Guard and database consistency  

 High-level setup procedure is captured in the above ―Database Installation‖ section 

Workload OLTP (TPC-C) Tests - Benchmark Factory (BMF)  
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6.2 DATABASE CONSOLIDATION (UC02) 

Summary 
Separate discrete storage systems supporting disparate database 
environments including those running Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode can 
be brought into a single storage cluster running Data ONTAP operating in 
Cluster-Mode. This reduces cost and complexity by leveraging a large storage 
cluster that also offers scalability and resiliency. 

Hardware Setup  Two-node 3270 Cluster-Mode cluster 

Preconditions  Existing fully configured operational NetApp Data ONTAP 8 operating in 
Cluster-Mode cluster containing enough storage to accommodate the 
database environments to be migrated 

 Proper network connectivity between the systems to be migrated and the 
NetApp cluster 

 Proper Oracle software and licenses installed on NetApp cluster 

 Proper licenses installed on NetApp cluster to facilitate communication with 
database servers once migration is complete 

 Download the Oracle Database 11g Release 2 software (both RDBMS and 
Grid Infrastructure) from www.oracle.com 

 Install and configure Oracle Clusterware (also known as Grid Infrastructure 
in 11g Release 2) on all server nodes in the cluster 

 Refer to the ―Oracle Clusterware Administration and Deployment Guide‖ 
11g Release 2 (11.2) for details on the installation and configuration of 
Oracle Clusterware (Grid Infrastructure) 

 The Oracle RDBMS software is required on all Clusterware nodes that are 
running RAC One Node databases 

 Install the Oracle Database software per the instructions in the Oracle 
Database Installation Guide 11g Release 2 (11.2) for Linux 

 Specify all nodes in the cluster, during the installation, to install the Oracle 
Database software; select the installation option of Install Database 
Software Only to install only the database binaries 

Test Plan 
1. Configure Cluster-Mode environment for database layout. (refer to WP-

7128/UC01) 

2. Create RAC One-Node setup with two servers 

3. Convert the RAC One-Node setup to RAC; add additional storage controllers 
and additional disk shelves 

4. Observe the database behavior and performance 

Proof Points  Check that the database instance runs only on first node 

 Check the database conversion to RAC from RAC One-Node database 

 Check the online relocation of the RAC One Node database instance to 
other nodes in the cluster 

 Refer to WP-7128-0411 for more details on database consolidation with 
NetApp Data ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode 

Results /Capture 

Issues 

Database applications operate as before without interruptions 

Workload 
OLTP (TPC-C) Tests - Benchmark Factory (BMF)  

http://www.oracle.com/
https://fieldportal.netapp.com/viewcontent.asp?qv=1&docid=32691
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6.3 SCALABILITY (UC03) 

Summary 
Scaling at the storage layer is flexible and multidirectional. With Cluster-Mode, 
scaling up is achieved by adding disk arrays to existing controllers to increase 
IOPS and capacity. Additional and larger storage systems can be added to the 
existing storage cluster to meet scaling-out demand. The online nondisruptive 
storage expansion and reconfiguration capability of Cluster-Mode makes it the 
industry-leading scale-out storage platform. 

While not part of this use case, Flash Cache cards can also be applied for 
better performance with most random access workloads—80% are reads (and 
random reads). 

Hardware Setup  Two-node 3270 Cluster-Mode cluster with two additional nodes added 

Preconditions  Existing fully configured operational NetApp Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in 
Cluster-Mode cluster  

 Proper licenses installed on NetApp cluster to facilitate communication 

 Base license sufficient to accommodate additional nodes  

 Oracle RAC cluster is up and running using current Cluster-Mode 
environment 

 IP addresses (cluster and management) available 

 Additional nodes cabled into cluster interconnect 

Test Plan 
1. For all the operations keep the load considerably high (Benchmark Factory – 

1100 users) 

2. Perform the steps listed in Section 6.4 

Proof Points  Capture the performance statistics from the storage side 

 Capture the TPS, Response time for all the operations 

 Capture the TPS, Response time and IOPS for RAC One Node and after 
conversion to RAC 

 Capture the TPS, Response time difference after storage controllers and 
disk shelves added 

Results /Capture 

Issues 

Database applications operate as before without interruptions 

Workload 
OLTP (TPC-C) Tests - Benchmark Factory (BMF)  
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6.4 FAILOVER PROTECTION (UC04) 

Summary 
Storage failover protection is a core attribute of Cluster-Mode. High-availability 
(HA) pairs of controllers are the building blocks that together form the storage 
cluster. This architecture enables transparent controller clustering and failover 
capability in which a failed storage controller causes its partner node to take 
over its disk arrays, volumes, and running services to provide continuous 
operation.  

Hardware Setup  Four-node 3270 Cluster-Mode cluster 

Preconditions  Existing fully configured operational NetApp Data ONTAP 8 operating in 
Cluster-Mode cluster containing at least one HA pair 

 Proper network connectivity 

 Proper licenses installed on NetApp cluster 

 Failover rules created for Logical Interfaces (LIFs) 

Test Plan 
1. Leverage an existing database in the Cluster-Mode environment (refer to 

UC01) 

2. Induce manual failover of a storage node in a cluster HA pair 

3. Induce manual data LIF failover 

4. All operations are carried out while the Oracle Database load is running 

Proof Points  Check the root aggregate first and then the rest of the aggregates failed 
over to the taken-over node 

 Check the LIF failover since it is not to the partner but any node in the 
cluster and depends on the failover policy 

 Data LIF should failover depending on the policy set. For no policy setting, 
it should failover to the next preferred path—default policy setting 

Results /Capture 

Issues 

 Database applications operate as before without interruptions. 

 Data network logical interface (LIF) moved non-disruptively between 
physical ports of the storage controllers within the cluster.  

 This enabled the load balancing of I/O paths on individual physical data 
ports that overall results in I/O load balancing of the controllers.  

 In addition, if a storage controller experiences sudden overload and falls 
behind in servicing requests, its data network LIFs can be moved to the 
physical ports on other controllers to provide temporary relief and load 
balancing.  

 Online relocation of data network LIFs can be used to avoid downtime 
during certain maintenance activities. 

 Refer to Appendixes 9.1 and 9.2 for specific steps taken 

Workload 
OLTP (TPC-C) Tests - Benchmark Factory (BMF)  
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6.5 VOLUME MOBILITY (UC05) 

Summary 
Cluster-Mode is equipped with DataMotion for Volumes, which is a non-
disruptive transparent volume move feature. Volumes can be transparently 
moved between storage systems within the storage pool without requiring 
coordination between applications or application downtime. This single feature 
has many benefits such as:  

 Eliminating application outages  

 Providing always-on data access  

 Enabling load and resource tiering  

 Improving resource utilization  

 Facilitating dynamic scaling  

 Providing phased upgrades (tech refreshes) 

 Load balancing to meet service levels 

Hardware Setup  Four-node 3270 Cluster-Mode cluster 

Preconditions  Existing fully configured operational NetApp Data ONTAP 8 operating in 
Cluster-Mode cluster containing at least one HA pair (additional pairs 
possibly necessary for extensions) 

 Proper licenses installed on NetApp cluster on operational Oracle Database 

Test Plan 
1. Leverage an existing database in Cluster-Mode environment (refer to UC01) 

2. Move the db volumes across different v-server tiers (aggr disk types) 

3. Move the db volumes and data LIF’s together 

4. Move the db volumes when the LIF is local and remote 

5. All operations are carried out while the Oracle Database load is running 

Proof Points  Capture the performance impact while the db volume move is in progress 

 Capture the statistics from the storage side to see the impact on these 
operations 

 Capture the db server performance while the operation is in progress 

Results /Capture 

Issues 

 Database applications operate as before without interruptions 

 Volumes are moved and redesignated to different aggregates and 
controllers within the cluster to drive a better average utilization across the 
storage pool 

 Volumes move is not only achieved for database volumes, but also the 
crucial Clusterware volumes that store OCR and voting disks are moved 
without any disruption to the operation of Oracle Clusterware and 
databases 

 The performance impact on volume move was minimal (less than 10% in 
terms of TPS and Response time for a 500GB volume) while the Oracle 
Database load was running 

 Recommendation is to carry out volume move operation (one at a time) 
during non-peak hours 

Workload 
OLTP (TPC-C) tests - Benchmark Factory (BMF)  
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6.6 OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY (UC06) 

Summary 
DataMotion for Volumes in Cluster-Mode provides the following:  

 Volumes can be selectively moved and re-designated to different 
aggregates and controllers within the cluster to drive a better average 
utilization across the storage pool 

 Increased demand in input/output (I/O) can be met by relocating volumes to 
aggregates made up of a higher number of disks or faster drive types 

 Performance and capacity gains to meet new service levels can be 
achieved by relocating volumes to higher performance aggregates or 
controllers. The controllers can be of a different class, have higher 
specifications, or be equipped with SSD and Flash Cache 

 Some storage systems might suffer from sustained high load, or certain 
volumes may be specifically hard hit, which could result in significant hot 
spots and unsatisfactory levels of service to applications. Moving the 
subject volumes to different storage nodes could alleviate the problems 

 If Oracle Clusterware and RAC need to be migrated to a new storage 
system, DataMotion for Volumes can be used to move not only the 
database volumes, but also the crucial Clusterware volumes that store 
OCR and voting disks, without any disruption to the operation of Oracle 
Clusterware and RAC databases 

 Network load can be balanced automatically through LIF load balancing 

Hardware Setup  Four-node 3270Cluster-Mode cluster 

Preconditions  Existing fully configured operational NetApp Data ONTAP 8 operating in 
Cluster-Mode cluster containing at least one HA pair 

 Proper licenses installed on NetApp cluster 

 Operational Oracle Database 

Test Plan 
1. Leverage an existing database setup in Cluster-Mode environment (refer to 

UC01) 

2. Get the baseline performance with initial database layout 

3. Modify the db volume layout to span across v-server tiers (aggr disk types) 

4. Move the volumes across different v-server tiers (aggr disk types) 

5. All operations are carried out while the Oracle Database load is running 

Proof Points  Capture the performance impact with the db volumes in different Vserver 
tiers 

 Capture the statistics from the storage side to see the impact on these 
operations 

 Capture the db server performance while the operation is in progress 

Results /Capture 

Issues 

 Database applications operate as before without interruptions. 

 Database data volumes were moved seamlessly across different Vservers 
hosted on different aggregate disk types. 

 Logical components tied up with v-servers, that is, data LIF’s are also 
moved along with volumes without any disruptions to Oracle Clusterware 
and databases. 

 Most of the Oracle scale-up and scale-out features go hand in hand with 
NetApp storage Cluster-Mode scale-up and scale-out features. 

Workload OLTP (TPC-C) Tests - Benchmark Factory (BMF)  
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6.7 BEST PRACTICES (UC07) 

Summary 
It’s important to verify that an Oracle on NetApp environment is installed and 
configured in the most optimal fashion whether it is upon completion of 
migration or initial installation. Areas to verify include: 

 Database layout 

 Storage configuration 

 Oracle configuration 

 Network configuration 

 Protocol  

 Performance  

When migrating an existing environment the first requirement is that everything 
works as it did before. Once that need is satisfied, best practices for leveraging 
all the features of Cluster-Mode may be implemented. 

Hardware Setup  Four-node 3270 Cluster-Mode cluster 

Preconditions  Existing fully configured operational NetApp Data ONTAP 8 operating in 
Cluster-Mode cluster 

 Proper licenses installed on NetApp cluster to facilitate communication with 
database servers 

 Operational Oracle environment with active or test load 

Test Plan 
1. Leverage an existing database setup in Cluster-Mode environment (refer to 

UC01) 

2. Modify Cluster-Mode specific Oracle Database initialization parameters 

3. Modify TTL values to 0/15/30 with different tests 

4. Derive dNFS best practices 

5. All operations are carried out while the Oracle Database load is on 

Proof Points  Capture the database related issues/errors 

 Capture the database specific errors/issues on storage and server side 

 Capture the db server performance while the operation is in progress 

Results /Capture 

Issues 

 Oracle Database initialization specific parameters were tested when 
NetApp storage is used in Cluster-Mode. 

 dNFS yields better performance over kNFS, the reason being that dNFS 
leverages multipath for storage access which helped the considerable 
response time benefit when used with Oracle Databases. 

 dNFS is definitely a candidate feature for Oracle applications that can 
leverage the NetApp Cluster-Mode scale-up and scale-out storage 
architecture. 

 Further details on best practices may be found in section 9.7 

Workload 
OLTP (TPC-C) Tests - Benchmark Factory (BMF)  
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6.8 PROTOCOL PERFORMANCE (UC08) 

Summary 
Faced with the choice of network protocols it’s important to understand the 
performance differences when used in a NetApp Cluster-Mode environment. 
Understanding how the various Cluster-Mode features may impact protocol 
performance is also necessary. 

Hardware Setup  FAS3140 with Data ONTAP 8.0 operating in 7-Mode 

 FAS3270 and 6XXX with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode 

 Servers - IBM x-series, Fujitsu 

Preconditions  Existing fully configured operational NetApp Data ONTAP 8 operating in 
Cluster-Mode cluster containing at least one HA pair 

 Proper network connectivity and protocol support 

 Proper licenses installed on NetApp cluster 

 Operating Oracle Database 

Test Plan 
1. Leverage an existing database setup in Cluster-Mode environment (refer to 

UC01) 

2. Get the baseline performance with initial database layout on Cluster-Mode 
(kNFS base performance) 

3. Get the dNFS performance numbers by repeating the tests for Cluster-Mode; 
dNFS best practice—Use separate subnet IP address for storage access in 
case of multiple paths configured to leverage load balancing 

4. All operations are carried out while the Oracle Database load is running. 

Proof Points  Capture the performance on the storage side and BMF client results 

 Capture the statistics from the db server side to check on saturation points 

 Compare the results of kNFS and dNFS tests for both in Cluster-Mode 

Results /Capture 

Issues 

 Database applications operate as before without interruptions. 

 Evaluated Oracle single-instance performance on both kNFS and dNFS 

 Evaluated Oracle RAC performance on both kNFS and dNFS 

 Both of the above cases yielded optimal results under solution test loads, 
while dNFS outperformed kNFS with considerable gains on response times 
while TPS was sustained at an 1100 BMF user load. 

Workload 
OLTP (TPC-C) Tests - Benchmark Factory (BMF)  
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6.9 APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND TEST (UC9)  

Summary 
Application development and test environments are faced with challenges 
such as: 

 Testing upgrades without disruption to production 

 Limited storage for test and development purposes 

 Environmental considerations for extra hardware needed 

 Lengthy application development and test cycles 

 Copying data can take a lengthy amount of time 

 Large number of copies of data sets is required 

NetApp offers unique advantages when it comes to cloning a production 
Oracle environment for development and test.  With space-efficient and point-
in-time Snapshot copies, and cloning, the amount of time to deploy and the 
storage required for application development and test are greatly reduced. 
This enables multiple space-efficient clones to be created for other purposes 
such as reporting or training. 

Hardware Setup  FAS3270 and 6XXX with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode 

 DB Servers - IBM x-series, Fujitsu 

Preconditions  Existing fully configured operational NetApp Data ONTAP 8 operating in 
Cluster-Mode cluster containing at least one HA pair 

 Proper network connectivity and protocol support 

 Proper licenses installed on NetApp cluster 

 Operational Oracle Database 

 Snap Creator installed and operational 

 Use the existing database Cluster-Mode environment (Refer UC01) 

Test Plan 
The following high level sample procedure illustrates duplicating production 
database for Dev/Test environments using NetApp snapshot and cloning features. 
This testing was performed on Oracle Single Instance and a RAC database, below 
procedure is outlined only for RAC database. For detailed installation and 
configuration instructions on Snap Creator, please refer to Snap Creator installation 
and administration guide at http://now.netapp.com.  

USING THE SNAP CREATOR SNAPSHOT FEATURE 

1. The following procedure was tested on the same test 2-node RAC database. 
The database size used was 1TB. 

2. Snap Creator Framework 3.5 was installed on the first database server (both 
scServer and scAgent). 

3. The Snap Creator Framework 3.5 agent was installed on the second node. 

4. A profile was created on the server using the SC GUI. 

5. Snapshot copies of the database data and log volumes were taken from the 
Snap Creator GUI. 

6. Because the same test environment was leveraged to test this feature on the 
same RAC server setup, the database was shut down gracefully and the 
volumes were unmounted. 

7. Then from the Snap Creator GUI the database volumes copied with Snapshot 
technology were restored. 

8. The database volumes were remounted using the same mount points on the 
RAC nodes. The first node database instance was started at the point in time 
of a Snapshot copy using the recover command. Then the second node 

database was started without any issues. 

http://now.netapp.com/
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Test Plan (cont) 
USING THE SNAP CREATOR CLONE FEATURE 

Follow step 1 through step 4 in the section ―Using the Snap Creator Snapshot 
Feature,‖ above. 

1. Create a clone of the database data and log volumes from the Snap Creator 
GUI. 

2. Since the same test environment was leveraged to test this feature on the 
same RAC server setup, the database was shut down gracefully and the 
volumes were unmounted. 

3. Cloned volumes were split from parent volumes on the storage end and then 
the split volumes were remounted with the same old mount points on the 
database servers. 

4. The database was started at the point in time of the clone using the recover 

command on the first node. Then the second node database was started 
without any issues. 

USING SNAPCREATOR SNAPMIRROR FEATURE ACROSS CLUSTERS 

1. The below procedure was tested on the same test 2-node RAC database. The 
database size used was 100GB 

2. Create an intercluster LIF on source and destination clusters; create cluster 
peer relationship between the clusters using intercluster LIF IP addresses. 

3. Provision DP volumes necessary on the destination for the primary data and log 
volumes with similar sizes. 

4. Create SnapMirror relationship from source Vserver volumes to Destination 
Vserver volumes within the cluster. 

5. Initialize the SnapMirror relationship between source and destination volumes 
created in Step 4 above. 

6. SnapCreator Framework 3.5 was installed on the First Database Server (both 
scServer & scAgent) 

7. SnapCreator Framework 3.5 Agent was installed on the second node. 

8. Created a profile on the server using SC GUI with appropriate SnapMirror 
relational entities between Vservers. 

9. Create a snapshot of the database data and log volumes from SnapCreator GUI 
using this configuration file created in Step 8 above. 

10. We can schedule the SnapMirror update at regular intervals as per the design 
SLA. The below procedure show cases the steps to bring up the database from 
Snap Mirrored volumes in case of loss of primary volumes or it can be a 
dev/test environment for databases. 

11. As the same test environment was leveraged to test this feature on the same 
RAC server setup, database was shutdown gracefully and the volumes were 
unmounted. 

12. Break the Snap Mirror relation with parent volumes on the storage end and then 
mounted them to Vserver namespace. Mount the newly created volumes to the 
same old mount points on the new database servers. 

13. Database was started to the point in time of snapshot using recover command 
on the first node and then the second node database was started without any 
issues. 

14. This can also be used as a storage DR scenario for Oracle databases running 
on cluster mode. 

15. All operations are carried out while the Oracle Database load is running 

Proof Points  Monitor the statistics on the storage and server side 

 Bring up the Oracle Database from the cloned volume 

 Check the DP and LS mirrored volume behavior with respect to Oracle 

 Cross check the database behavior when volumes are thin provisioned 
when boundary limits are reached 
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Results /Capture 

Issues 

 Database applications operate as before without interruptions 

 Snap Creator 3.5 validation is complete for NetApp Data ONTAP 8.1 
operating in Cluster-Mode with Oracle single-instance and RAC databases 

 Tested database consistency while we duplicated the production database 
for dev/test environments using NetApp storage Snapshot and cloning 
features with Snap Creator 

 For more detailed information please refer to section 5,‖Product Integration‖ 
above 

Workload 
OLTP (TPC-C) Tests - Benchmark Factory (BMF)  

7 SUMMARY 

The ability to manage multiple physical storage systems as a single storage entity is a true benefit of 

Cluster-Mode. Any object or resource (such as disks, aggregates, volumes, networks, I/O ports, and 

services) within the storage cluster can be managed, administered, and monitored from a single point of 

management. Resources can be accessed and shared cluster-wide. Secure virtual containers called 

Vservers consisting of storage resources can be created per application where volumes and data access 

are isolated and restricted to the virtual containers.  

Database and storage consolidation can be achieved by integrating Oracle RAC One Node, an always-on 

single-instance database solution, with NetApp Data ONTAP 8.1 Cluster-Mode, a scale-out and dynamic 

storage platform. The Oracle Data Guard solution enables organizations to non-disruptively migrate their 

data from Data ONTAP 7g, Data ONTAP 8.0 7-mode or even other vendor’s storage to NetApp Data 

ONTAP 8.1 Cluster-Mode.  With Cluster-Mode, scaling up is achieved by adding disk arrays to existing 

controllers to increase IOPS and capacity. Additional and larger storage systems can be added to the 

existing storage cluster to meet scaling-out demand. The online non-disruptive storage expansion and 

reconfiguration capability of Cluster-Mode make it the industry-leading scale-out storage platform. 

NetApp support for multiple protocols provides customers with the flexibility necessary for a dynamic 

environment. Quite often in the implementation planning stages customers rely on NetApp to not only 

support multiple protocols but provide data on how these protocols might perform in their environment in 

various situations (moving a volume, failover, etc). 

NetApp offers unique advantages when it comes to cloning of a production Oracle environment for 

development and test through SnapCreator. With space-efficient and point-in-time snapshot copies, and 

cloning, the amount of time to deploy and the storage required for application development and test is 

greatly reduced. This enables multiple space-efficient clones to be created for other purposes such as 

reporting or training. 

Overall, the architecture, features, and value proposition within NetApp Cluster-Mode closely align and 

complement with Oracle Database solutions offered on NetApp storage arrays.  
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8 REFERENCES 

8.1 RECOMMENDED SUPPORT DOCUMENTS 

Refer to the documents below for more information on this solution.  

 NetApp Technical Report 3961 – ―Oracle Database 11g Release 2 Performance Using Data ONTAP 
8.1 Operating in Cluster-Mode‖ 

 NetApp Technical Report 3633 – ―Oracle Best Practices Guide‖ 

 NetApp Technical Report 3749 – ―NetApp and VMware vSphere Storage Best Practices‖ 

 NetApp Data ONTAP 8.1 Software Setup Guide 

 NetApp Data ONTAP 8.1 System Administration Guide 

 NetApp Data ONTAP 8.1 Storage and Data Protection Guide 

 NetApp Data ONTAP 8.1 Network and File Access Management Guide 

 NetApp Snap Creator Installation and Administration Guide 

 Oracle 11G documentation as necessary 
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9 APPENDICES 

9.1 USE CASE 03 – CONTROLLER FAILOVER 

1. Display node availability 

TESO-1::> cluster show 

Node                  Health  Eligibility 

--------------------- ------- ------------ 

TESO-1-03             true    true 

TESO-1-04             true    true 

TESO-1-node-1         true    true 

TESO-1-node-2         true    true 

4 entries were displayed.  

2. Display failover pairs and status 

TESO-1::> storage failover show 

                          Takeover           

Node           Partner        Possible State    

-------------- -------------- -------- ------------------------------------- 

TESO-1-03      TESO-1-04      true     Connected to TESO-1-04 

TESO-1-04      TESO-1-03      true     Connected to TESO-1-03 

TESO-1-node-1  TESO-1-node-2  true     Connected to TESO-1-node-2 

TESO-1-node-2  TESO-1-node-1  true     Connected to TESO-1-node-1 

4 entries were displayed. 

3. Turn off autogiveback status to maintain failover condition 

TESO-1::> storage failover modify -node TESO-1-node-1 -autogiveback -giveback false 

4. Monitor activity on aggregate containing Oracle data, logs, etc. 

TESO-1::> statistics periodic -node TESO-1-node-1 -object aggregate -instance aggr_rac1 -interval 

5 -iterations 25 -summary false 

Warning: The -category/-object fields are now deprecated; please use -object/-instance instead. 

                                                           user     user 

 instance     node     total     user     user              read    write  cp_read 

     name     name transfers    reads   writes cp_reads   blocks   blocks   blocks 

 -------- -------- --------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- 

        0        0       251      251        0        0      499        0        0 

        0        0       157      148        5        4      296      161       12 

        0        0       109      109        0        0      219        0        0 

        0        0        41       25       10        6       49      399      169 

        0        0        80       80        0        0      162        0        0 

        0        0       160      138       14        6      271      655      172 

        0        0       116      116        0        0      228        0        0 

        0        0       125      112        6        6      224      174      159 

        0        0       196      196        0        0      394        0        0 

        0        0       101       93        4        3      215      155       52 

        0        0       154      154        0        0      311        0        0 

        0        0       219      200       12        5      386      546      216 

        0        0       198      198        0        0      395        0        0 

        0        0       156      140        9        6      276      359      184 

        0        0       504      504        0        0     1009        0        0 

        0        0       286      273        6        6      541      246      159 

        0        0       157      157        0        0      305        0        0 

        0        0        95       79        9        7      145      374      138 

        0        0        86       86        0        0      160        0        0 

        0        0       119       99       11        7      175      503      225 

        0        0        70       70        0        0      133        0        0 

        0        0       116      100        8        7      215      281      139 

        0        0        59       59        0        0      108        0        0 

        0        0       132      118        6        7      228      216      163 

        0        0        38       38        0        0       69        0        0 

5. Initiate takeover of TESO-1-node-1 by TESO-1-node-2 

TESO-1::> storage failover takeover -bynode TESO-1-node-2 
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6. Show failover status 

TESO-1::> storage failover show 

                              Takeover           

Node           Partner        Possible State    

-------------- -------------- -------- ------------------------------------- 

TESO-1-03      TESO-1-04      true     Connected to TESO-1-04 

TESO-1-04      TESO-1-03      true     Connected to TESO-1-03 

TESO-1-node-1  TESO-1-node-2  -        Unknown 

TESO-1-node-2  TESO-1-node-1  false    In takeover 

4 entries were displayed. 

7. Show activity is now on TESO-1-node-2 

TESO-1:storage failover> statistics periodic -node TESO-1-node-2 -object aggregate -instance 

aggr_rac1 -interval 5 -iterations 10 -summary false 

                                                            user     user 

 instance     node     total     user     user              read    write  cp_read 

     name     name transfers    reads   writes cp_reads   blocks   blocks   blocks 

 -------- -------- --------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- 

        0        0       191      174        9        7      502      254       95 

        0        0       176      176        0        0      569        0        0 

        0        0        92       79        6        7      162      235      139 

        0        0        59       59        0        0      130        0        0 

        0        0       147      128       12        7      258      457      217 

        0        0        17       17        0        0       38        0        0 

        0        0        44       28        9        6       93      329      176 

        0        0        14       14        0        0       31        0        0 

        0        0        67       60        2        3      131       71       30 

        0        0       246      239        4        2      555      153      140 

8. No access from ―failed‖ node 

TESO-1::storage failover> statistics periodic -node TESO-1-node-1 -object aggregate -instance 

aggr_rac1 -interval 5 -iterations 10 -summary false__[A 

TESO-1:statistics periodic -node TESO-1-node-2 -object aggregate -instance aggr_rac1 -interval 5 

-iterations 10 -summary false 

  

Error: command failed: entry doesn't exist 

9. Display giveback status 

TESO-1::storage failover> show-giveback 

               Partner 

Node           Aggregate         Giveback Status 

-------------- ----------------- --------------------------------------------- 

TESO-1-03 

               -                 No aggregates to give back 

TESO-1-04 

               -                 No aggregates to give back 

Warning: Unable to list entries on node TESO-1-node-1. RPC: Port mapper failure - RPC: Timed out 

TESO-1-node-2 

               CFO Aggregates    Not attempted yet 

               aggr_rac1         Not attempted yet 

               root_volume_raconenode1   

                                 Not attempted yet 

5 entries were displayed. 

10. Display failover status 

TESO-1::storage failover> show 

                              Takeover           

Node           Partner        Possible State    

-------------- -------------- -------- ------------------------------------- 

TESO-1-03      TESO-1-04      true     Connected to TESO-1-04 

TESO-1-04      TESO-1-03      true     Connected to TESO-1-03 

TESO-1-node-1  TESO-1-node-2  -        Waiting for giveback (HA mailboxes) 

TESO-1-node-2  TESO-1-node-1  false    In takeover 

4 entries were displayed. 

11. Initiate giveback 
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TESO-1::storage failover> storage failover giveback -fromnode TESO-1-node-2 

Info: Run the storage failover show-giveback command to check giveback status. 

 

TESO-1::storage failover> storage failover show-giveback 

               Partner 

Node           Aggregate         Giveback Status 

-------------- ----------------- --------------------------------------------- 

TESO-1-03      -                 No aggregates to give back 

TESO-1-04      -                 No aggregates to give back 

TESO-1-node-1  -                 No aggregates to give back 

TESO-1-node-2  -                 No aggregates to give back 

4 entries were displayed. 

12. Display failover status 

TESO-1::storage failover> storage failover show 

                              Takeover           

Node           Partner        Possible State    

-------------- -------------- -------- ------------------------------------- 

TESO-1-03      TESO-1-04      true     Connected to TESO-1-04 

TESO-1-04      TESO-1-03      true     Connected to TESO-1-03 

TESO-1-node-1  TESO-1-node-2  true     Connected to TESO-1-node-2 

TESO-1-node-2  TESO-1-node-1  true     Connected to TESO-1-node-1 

4 entries were displayed. 

13. Monitor Oracle activity 

TESO-1::storage failover> statistics periodic -node TESO-1-node-1 -object aggregate -instance 

aggr_rac1 -interval 5 -iterations 10 -summary false_                                                           

user     user 

 instance     node     total     user     user              read    write  cp_read 

     name     name transfers    reads   writes cp_reads   blocks   blocks   blocks 

 -------- -------- --------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- 

        0        0      1038     1020       12        6     3219      494      167 

        0        0      1445     1445        0        0     4371        0        0 

        0        0      2091     2059       25        6     4786     1450      183 

        0        0      1727     1727        0        0     3809        0        0 

        0        0      1425     1398       19        7     3321      950      188 

        0        0      1292     1292        0        0     3186        0        0 

        0        0      1076     1046       23        6     2696     1262      166 

        0        0      1498     1498        0        0     3388        0        0 

        0        0      1571     1531       34        5     3116     1846      160 

        0        0      1646     1646        0        0     3628        0        0 
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9.2 USE CASE 03 - MANUALLY MIGRATE A LIF 

START LOAD 

MONITOR ACTIVITY 

Statistics periodic -node TESO-1-node-1 -object aggregate -instance  aggr_rac1 -interval 3 -

iterations 25 -summary false 

                                                            user     user 

 instance     node     total     user     user              read    write  cp_read 

     name     name transfers    reads   writes cp_reads   blocks   blocks   blocks 

 -------- -------- --------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- 

        0        0       239      239        0        0      449        0        0 

        0        0       224      224        0        0      423        0        0 

        0        0       218      177       27       13      323     1270      333 

        0        0       149      149        0        0      275        0        0 

        0        0       150      150        0        0      287        0        0 

        0        0       332      332        0        0      632        0        0 

        0        0       265      216       37       11      393     1966      335 

        0        0       178      178        0        0      337        0        0 

        0        0       192      192        0        0      368        0        0 

        0        0       234      185       37       12      341     2035      372 

        0        0       206      206        0        0      384        0        0 

        0        0       200      200        0        0      374        0        0 

        0        0       192      192        0        0      363        0        0 

        0        0       338      295       31       12      579     1648      371 

        0        0       154      154        0        0      289        0        0 

        0        0       230      230        0        0      429        0        0 

        0        0       292      244       37       10      461     1810      306 

        0        0       144      144        0        0      273        0        0 

        0        0        94       94        0        0      166        0        0 

        0        0        53       53        0        0      102        0        0 

TESO-1-node-1: aggregate.aggr_rac1: 8/28/2011 13:05:11 

SHOW CURRENT STATUS 

TESO-1::network interface> show 

            Logical    Status     Network            Current       Current Is 

Vserver     Interface  Admin/Oper Address/Mask       Node          Port    Home 

----------- ---------- ---------- ------------------ ------------- ------- ---- 

TESO-1 

            cluster_mgmt up/up    10.61.172.246/24   TESO-1-node-2 e0a     false 

TESO-1-03 

            clus1        up/up    169.254.78.180/24  TESO-1-03     e1a     true 

            mgmt1        up/up    10.61.172.100/24   TESO-1-03     e0M     true 

TESO-1-04 

            clus1        up/up    169.254.78.179/24  TESO-1-04     e1a     true 

            mgmt1        up/up    10.61.172.99/24    TESO-1-04     e0M     true 

TESO-1-node-1 

            clus1        up/up    169.254.78.177/16  TESO-1-node-1 e1a     true 

            mgmt1        up/up    10.61.172.247/24   TESO-1-node-1 e0a     true 

TESO-1-node-2 

            clus2        up/up    169.254.78.178/16  TESO-1-node-2 e1a     true 

            mgmt2        up/up    10.61.172.240/24   TESO-1-node-2 e0a     true 

raconenode1 

            rac1         up/up    10.61.172.111/24   TESO-1-03     e0a     false 

raconenode2 

            rac2         up/up    10.61.172.213/24   TESO-1-node-2 e0a     false 

11 entries were displayed. 

MIGRATE THE LIF 

TESO-1::network interface migrate -Vserver raconenode1 -lif rac1 -source-node TESO-1-03 -dest-

node TESO-1-node-1 

  

LIF 
Migrate 
Initiated 
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SHOW RESULT 

TESO-1::network interface show 

            Logical    Status     Network            Current       Current Is 

Vserver     Interface  Admin/Oper Address/Mask       Node          Port    Home 

----------- ---------- ---------- ------------------ ------------- ------- ---- 

TESO-1 

            cluster_mgmt up/up    10.61.172.246/24   TESO-1-node-2 e0a     false 

TESO-1-03 

            clus1        up/up    169.254.78.180/24  TESO-1-03     e1a     true 

            mgmt1        up/up    10.61.172.100/24   TESO-1-03     e0M     true 

TESO-1-04 

            clus1        up/up    169.254.78.179/24  TESO-1-04     e1a     true 

            mgmt1        up/up    10.61.172.99/24    TESO-1-04     e0M     true 

TESO-1-node-1 

            clus1        up/up    169.254.78.177/16  TESO-1-node-1 e1a     true 

            mgmt1        up/up    10.61.172.247/24   TESO-1-node-1 e0a     true 

TESO-1-node-2 

            clus2        up/up    169.254.78.178/16  TESO-1-node-2 e1a     true 

            mgmt2        up/up    10.61.172.240/24   TESO-1-node-2 e0a     true 

raconenode1 

            rac1         up/up    10.61.172.111/24   TESO-1-node-1 e0a     false 

raconenode2 

            rac2         up/up    10.61.172.213/24   TESO-1-node-2 e0a     false 

11 entries were displayed. 

9.3 USE CASE 03 – INTRA-CLUSTER FAILOVER USING SNAP CREATOR SNAPMIRROR 

This procedure was tested on a 2-node RAC database. The database size used was 1TB 

1. Provision Data Protection volumes necessary at the destination aggregate tied to a Vserver for the 
primary data and log volumes. Use similar sizes as the original volumes. 

2. Create a SnapMirror relationship from source Vserver volumes to Destination Vserver volumes within 
the cluster. 

3. Initialize the SnapMirror relationship between source and destination volumes created in Step 3 
above. 

4. Snap Creator Framework 3.5 was installed on the first database server (both scServer & scAgent) 

5. Snap Creator Framework 3.5 Agent was installed on the second server node. 

6. Create a profile on the server using SC GUI with appropriate SnapMirror relational entities between 
Vservers. 

7. Create a snapshot of the database data and log volumes from Snap Creator GUI using this 
configuration file previously created. 

8. Shut down database gracefully and the unmount volumes. 

9. Break the SnapMirror relationship with parent volumes on the storage end and then mount them to 
Vserver namespace. Mount the newly created volumes to the same old mount points on the new 
database servers. 

10. Start database at the point in time of the snapshot copy using recover command on the first node and 
then the second node database was started without any issues. 
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9.4 USE CASE 03 – CLUSTER SWITCH RESET 

The purpose of this test was to determine the effects, if any, on Oracle Database operation if one of the 

redundant cluster interconnect switches were to fail or be rebooted. 

CURRENT CLUSTER LIF CONFIGURATION 

The Oracle workload is using the node TESO-1-node-1 which has two Cluster LIFs each of which use 

either port e1a or e1b.  

TESO-1::> net int show -role cluster 

  (network interface show) 

            Logical    Status     Network            Current       Current Is 

Vserver     Interface  Admin/Oper Address/Mask       Node          Port    Home 

----------- ---------- ---------- ------------------ ------------- ------- ---- 

TESO-1-03 

            clus3        up/up    169.254.78.180/16  TESO-1-03     e1a     true 

            clus3b       up/up    169.254.78.183/16  TESO-1-03     e1b     true 

TESO-1-04 

            clus4        up/up    169.254.78.179/16  TESO-1-04     e1a     true 

            clus4b       up/up    169.254.78.184/16  TESO-1-04     e1b     true 

TESO-1-node-1 

            clus1        up/up    169.254.78.177/16  TESO-1-node-1 e1a     true 

            clus1b       up/up    169.254.78.181/16  TESO-1-node-1 e1b     true 

TESO-1-node-2 

            clus2        up/up    169.254.78.178/16  TESO-1-node-2 e1a     true 

            clus2b       up/up    169.254.78.182/16  TESO-1-node-2 e1b     true 

8 entries were displayed. 

TESO-1::> 

CLUSTER INTERCONNECT SWITCH REBOOT. 

Nexus 5000 Switch 

login: admin 

Password:  

Cisco Nexus Operating System (NX-OS) Software 

TAC support: http://www.cisco.com/tac 

Copyright (c) 2002-2010, Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. 

The copyrights to certain works contained in this software are 

owned by other third parties and used and distributed under 

license. Certain components of this software are licensed under 

the GNU General Public License (GPL) version 2.0 or the GNU 

Lesser General Public License (LGPL) Version 2.1. A copy of each 

such license is available at 

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.php and 

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.php 

 

stl5010-b11-2# reload 

 

WARNING: There is unsaved configuration!!! 

WARNING: This command will reboot the system 

 

Do you want to continue? (y/n) [n] y 
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CURRENT ACTIVITY ON CLUSTER PORT 

The table below shows the cluster interconnect traffic on e1b and the effects of the switch reboot. 

TESO-1::> Statistics periodic -node TESO-1-node-1 -object port -instance e1b -interval 3 -

iterations 15 -summary false 

     recv     recv     recv     recv     recv     sent     sent     sent     sent 

     data  packets   mcasts   errors  dropped     data  packets   mcasts   errors collisions 

 -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ---------- 

    185KB     1157        0        0        0   9.77MB     7247        0        0          0 

   96.4KB      699        0        0        0   5.47MB     3994        0        0          0 

    102KB      574        0        0        0   4.20MB     3070        0        0          0 

    378KB     2231        0        0        0   14.6MB    11609        0        0          0 

   1.33MB     4130        0        0        0   29.5MB    22474        0        0          0 

    192KB      816        0        0        0   5.47MB     4017        0        0          0 

    148KB      979        0        0        0   7.83MB     5785        0        0          0 

   1.02MB     2504        0        0        0   11.5MB     8784        0        0          0 

   39.1KB      290        0        0        0   1.64MB     1185        0        0          0 

       0B        0        0        0        0       0B        0        0        0          0 

       0B        0        0        0        0       0B        0        0        0          0 

       0B        0        0        0        0       0B        0        0        0          0 

       0B        0        0        0        0       0B        0        0        0          0 

       0B        0        0        0        0       0B        0        0        0          0 

       0B        0        0        0        0       0B        0        0        0          0 

The monitoring of the other cluster interconnect port on TESO-1-node-1 shows the traffic increasing after 

the switch reboots. 

TESO-1::> Statistics periodic -node TESO-1-node-1 -object port -instance e1a -interval 3 -

iterations 30 -summary falseb -interval 3 -iterations 30 -summary false a -interval 3 -iterations 

30 -summary false -interval 3 -iterations 30 -summary false 

     recv     recv     recv     recv     recv     sent     sent     sent     sent 

     data  packets   mcasts   errors  dropped     data  packets   mcasts   errors collisions 

 -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ---------- 

   17.4KB       37        0        0        0   35.2KB       52        0        0          0 

    1004B        4        0        0        0   69.2KB       68        0        0          0 

   1.47KB        3        0        1        0   4.60KB       17        0        0          0 

   1.47KB        5        0        0        0   7.56KB       28        0        0          0 

     569B        2        0        0        0   7.14KB       22        0        0          0 

     436B        2        0        0        0   4.69KB       18        0        0          0 

   1.05KB        5        0        0        0   8.62KB       32        0        0          0 

     436B        2        0        0        0   4.65KB       17        0        0          0 

   2.84KB       20        0        0        0   17.8KB       35        0        0          0 

    340KB     2124        0        0        0   15.5MB    11051        0        0          0 

   1.60MB     4320        1        0        0   21.2MB    10001        0        0          0 

   1.36MB     4515        0        0        0   24.5MB    10910        0        0          0 

    603KB     3102        0        0        0   20.4MB     7997        0        0          0 

   1.12MB     3634        1        0        0   19.3MB     8496        0        0          0 

    910KB     3423        0        0        0   17.9MB     7923        0        0          0 

    684KB     1831        1        0        0   9.85MB     4348        0        0          0 

    794KB     2733        0        0        0   17.1MB     7639        0        0          0 

    306KB      825        0        0        0   7.12MB     2521        0        0          0 

    441KB     2067        0        0        0   21.0MB     7476        0        0          0 

    520KB     1818        0        0        0   8.29MB     4701        0        0          0 

    633KB     2250        0        0        0   15.6MB     6128        0        0          0 

    735KB     1408        0        0        0   10.5MB     3661        0        0          0 

    873KB     4278        0        0        0   38.1MB    13805        0        0          0 

   1.63MB     2683        0        0        0   11.8MB     5960        0        0          0 

   2.07MB     4737        0        0        0   26.4MB    11111        0        0          0 

   1.34MB     4620        0        0        0   30.0MB    12214        0        0          0 

   1.13MB     3731        0        0        0   26.8MB     9838        0        0          0 

   1.15MB     4424        0        0        0   34.2MB    13094        0        0          0 

   1.38MB     5246        1        0        0   28.5MB    13178        0        0          0 

   1.36MB     4149        0        0        0   24.2MB    10145        0        0          0 

At no time was the Oracle workload interrupted. 

Switch Reboot 

Switch Reboot 
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9.5 ORACLE CONFIGURATION 

Table 8) Oracle initialization parameters (init.ora) 

Parameter Name Value Description 

_in _memory _undo FALSE Make in-memory undo for top-level transactions 

_undo_autotune FALSE Enable autotuning of undo _retention 

Compatible 11.2.0.0.0 
Database is completely compatible with this software 
version 

cursor _space _for _time TRUE Use more memory to get faster execution 

db _block _size 8192 Size of database block in bytes 

db _cache _size 5251268608 
Size of DEFAULT buffer pool for standard block-size 
buffers 

db _file _multiblock _read 

_count 
128 Database block to be read each I/O 

db_files 123 Maximum allowable number of database files 

db_name tpcc Database name specified in CREATE DATABASE 

disk_asynch_io TRUE Use async I/O for random access devices 

dml _locks 500 One dml locks for each table modified in a transaction 

filesystemio _options setall I/O operations on file system files 

log_buffer 1048576 Redo circular buffer size 

parallel_max_servers 100 Maximum parallel query servers per instance 

plsql _optimize _level 2 PL/SQL optimize level 

processes 1500 User processes 

recovery_parallelism 40 Number of server processes to use for parallel recovery 

sessions 1000 User and system sessions 

shared_pool_size 393216000 Size in bytes of shared pool 

statistics_level Typical Statistics level 

transactions 2000 Maximum number of concurrent active transactions 

undo_management AUTO 
If TRUE, instance runs in SMU mode; otherwise in RBU 
mode 

undo _retention 10800 Undo retention in seconds 

undo_table space undo_1 Use or switch undo tablespace 
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9.6 LINUX CONFIGURATION 

Table 9) Linux non-default kernel parameters 

Parameter Name Value Description 

kernel.sem 
250 32000 
100 128 

Semaphores 

net.core.rmem_max 4194304 
Maximum TCP receive window size (maximum 
buffer size) 

net.ipv4.tcp_rmem 
4096 16384 
4194304 

Memory reserved for TCP receive buffers 

net.core.rmem_default 4194304 
Default TCP receive window size (default 
buffer size) 

net.core.wmem_max 4194304 
Maximum TCP send window size (maximum 
buffer size) 

net.ipv4.tcp_wmem 4096 16384 
4194304 

Autotuning for TCP send window size (default 
and max. values are overridden by 
wmem_default wmem_max) 

net.core.wmem_default 4194304 
Default TCP send window size (default buffer 
size) 

net.ipv4.ip_local_port_range 9000 65500 Local port range used by TCP and UDP 

net.core.netdev_max_backlog 300000 
Maximum number of packets, queued on the 
INPUT side, when the interface receives 
packets faster than kernel can process them 

fs.file-max 6815744 
Maximum number of file handles that the Linux 
kernel allocates 

fs.aio-max-nr 1048576 
Maximum number of allowable concurrent 
requests 

sunrpc.tcp_slot_table_entries 128 
maximum number of (TCP) RPC requests that 
can be in flight 

Table 10) Other Linux configuration settings 

Configuration File Settings Description 

/etc/security/limits.conf oracle hard nofile 65536 Shell limits for Oracle 

/etc/sysconfig/cpuspeed governor=performance  

/etc/selinux/config SELINUX=disabled  

 
Service irqbalance stop 

chkconfig irqblance off 
Disable irqbalance 
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9.7 USE CASE 07 - BEST PRACTICES 

Table 11) VMware best practices 

Best Practices 

 Make the following change in the BIOS for the ESX host: 

 – Hyper threading—Enable if the ESX host has i7 processors; otherwise disable it. 

     – Virtualization technology—Enable if you are going to run 64-bit GOS. 

     – Turbo mode—Enable to balance workload over unused cores. 

 Size the VMs that you are creating with respect to NUMA architecture.  

For example, if the ESX host has 4 cores with 8CPU and 64GB of memory, make sure that your vMem 
for each VM does not cross the boundary of 16GB (64GB/4 core) of local memory for each core. If you 
provision 20GB memory to a VM, there will an overhead while switching between NUMA nodes, from 
16GB to the additional 4GB in the other NUMA node. So NetApp recommends that you have 4 VMs with 
4GB vMem within the boundary of one single NUMA node. 

 Oracle Databases are not usually heavy CPU consumers and therefore are not characterized as CPU-
bound applications. Therefore, NetApp recommends that you use fewer vCPUs while creating a VM. 
Ideally the vCPU for a VM is not more than the number of physical CPUs in the host. However, NetApp 
suggests that you start with 2 or 3 vCPUs and later add more if required. If you add too many vCPUs to 
an Oracle VM then the unused vCPUs will consume time interrupts, which will be an overhead. 

 Use the latest VMXNET3 network adapter. This will allow you to have better TCP segment off-load. The 
latest one will be available when the vmtools are downloaded to the VM. 

 Use the LSI SAS when creating different VMDKs in the VM and also when spreading those over SCSI 
buses such as 0:0, 1:0, 0:1, 1:1, etc. 

 Use the latest VSC 2.0.x for the following list of items: 

Set the appropriate NFS client settings 

Set the Linux GOS timeout values 

Align the VMs using "fdisk" as described in NetApp TR-3747 

 If you are setting up link aggregation then: 

Set the "Route based on IP hash‖ at the ESX host 

 Set the ―Failover Order‖ for the network adapters appropriately 

Table 12) Oracle best practices 

Best Practices 

 Place Oracle Database data and log volumes separately on different aggregates depending on disk 
types; for example, place the data and log volumes on faster disk type aggregates and place the 
archive and other files on slower disk type aggregates. 

 Database volumes can be moved seamlessly within the storage cluster without disrupting the 
complete database stack. A best practice is to move one volume at a time at nonpeak work hours. 

 kNFS and dNFS are tested features of NetApp Data ONTAP storage operating in Cluster-Mode for 
database applications. A dNFS best practice is to configure multiple paths from database hosts to 
storage on different subnets.  

Table 13) NFS mounting best practices 

Best Practice 

 It is always recommended to mount a logical interface (LIF) that is local to the Oracle volumes. This 
provides better performance improvements. 

 The NFS clients need to follow the recommended mount options as document in this link 
https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=3010189, while mounting the Oracle volumes 

https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=3010189
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 In case of  volume mobility using ―vol move‖  is done on any Oracle  volume, it is recommended that the 
corresponding LIF that was mounting that volume to migrated manually as listed in Appendix 9.2 

Table 14) NetApp best practices 

Best Practice 

 Sizing for Oracle on Data ONTAP 8.1 is the same as for 7G or 8.0 operating in 7-Mode with one caveat: 

 In a cluster with mixed platforms it is best to size for the smallest platform in the cluster. By doing this 
you can avoid a potential performance degradation caused by moving Oracle from a more powerful 
node to a less powerful node. 

 For other best practices, please refer to NetApp Technical Report 3633: ―NetApp Best Practice 
Guidelines for Oracle11g Databases.‖ 

9.8 SNAP CREATOR PARAMETERS  

Table 15) Oracle plug-in options 

Parameter Settings Description 

APP_NAME oracle The application name. 

ORACLE_DATABASES  A list of Oracle Databases and the user name, 
that is, db1:user1; db2:user2. 

SQLPLUS_CMD  The path to the sqlplus command. 

CNTL_FILE_BACKUP_DIR  The path to the directory where the user should 
store backup control files (Oracle user must have 
permissions). 

ORA_TEMP  The path to a directory for storing temp file, that 

is, /tmp (Oracle user must have permissions). 

ARCHIVE_LOG_ONLY Y/N Informs Oracle Plug-in to only perform a switch log. 
This setting is useful if you are handling archive 
logs separate from data backup. 

ORACLE_HOME  The path to the oracle home directory 

ORACLE_HOME_<SID>  PATH to Oracle home directory for a given SID. 
When backing up multiple databases it might be 
important to specify more than one Oracle home 

ORACLE_EXPORT_PARAMETER

S 
Y/N The ORACLE_HOME and ORACLE_SID 

environment parameters are exported using the 
export command. 

This is applicable only in UNIX or Linux based 
environment. 
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Table 16) Document version control 
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